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The Definition
God is THAT than which NONE greater can be conceived

• Coherent

• Unique

• Apophatic

• Within our “Universe of Discourse”



The Definition  – Coherent (Informal)
1. If it is not broadly logically possible that something is the Anselmian God, 

then necessarily everything is such that a greater can be conceived.

2. All things are such that a greater can be conceived just in case it is 
conceivable that they are metaphysically complex.

3. If  all things are conceivably metaphysically complex, then it is not the case 
that there is something such that it is conceivable that it is not 
metaphysically complex.

4. There is something such that it is conceivable that it is not metaphysically 
complex.

5. Therefore, it is broadly logically possible that there is something that is the 
Anselmian God (from 1-4, see deduction)



The Definition – Coherence (Formal Deduction)

Cx ≝ x is metaphysically complex
Gxy ≝ x is greater than y
©… ≝ it is conceivable that…
g ≝ (ɿx)~©(∃y)Gyx
Axiom M: ☐p ⊃ p

1. ~♢(∃x)(x = g) ⊃ ☐(∀x)©(∃y)Gyx
(premise)
2. (∀x)(©(∃y)Gyx ≡ ©Cx) (premise)
3. (∀x)©Cx ⊃ ~(∃x)©~Cx (premise)
4. (∃x)©~Cx (premise)
5. ~~(∃x)©~Cx (4 DN)
6. ~(∀x)©Cx (3,5 MT)
7. (∃x)~©Cx (6 QN)
8. ~©Cμ (7 EI)
9. (∀x)(©(∃y)Gyx ⊃ ©Cx) ∧ (∀x)(©Cx ⊃
©(∃y)Gyx) (1 Equiv)
10. (∀x)(©(∃y)Gyx ⊃ ©Cx) (9 Simp)
11. ©(∃y)Gyμ ⊃ ©Cμ (10 UI)
12. ~©(∃y)Gyμ(8,11 MT)
13. (∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx (12 EG)

14. ☐~(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx ⊃ ~(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx
(Axiom M)
15. ~~(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx ⊃
~☐~(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx (14 Contra)
16. (∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx ⊃ ~☐~(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx
(15 DN)
17. (∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx ⊃ ♢(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx (16 
ME)
18. ♢(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx (13,17 MP)
19. ~~♢(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx (18 DN)
20. ~☐~(∃x)~©(∃y)Gyx (19 MN)
21. ~☐(∀x)©(∃y)Gyx (20 QE)
22. ~~♢(∃x)(x = g) (1,21 MT)
23. ♢(∃x)(x = g) (22 DN)

Q.E.D. It is possible that there is the 
Anselmian God, i.e. that than which none 
greater can be conceived.



The Definition – Unique 
1. If two things have the same description, then it is conceivable that there is 

a mereological sum of the two.

2. If it is conceivable that there is a mereological sum of two things with the 
same description, then that sum is conceivably greater than any of the two 
parts.

3. Suppose two Anselmian individuals

4. It would be conceivable that there is a mereological sum of the two 
Anselmian beings.

5. The mereological sum could be conceivably greater than any of the two 
Anselmian individuals.

6. It is impossible that something be greater than an Anselmian individual.

7. So, there are not two Anselmian individuals.



The Definition -- Apophatic
• The Anselmian description is not a positive description, but a negative one.

• It says that God is NOT one of those things of which a greater can be 
conceived.

• The description divides our universe of discourse into those things of which a 
greater can be conceived, and those things of which a greater cannot be 
conceived (which we now have reason to suppose has one instance).





Free Logic and “There is” = “Part of 
Our Universe of Discourse Includes”
• The presupposition is that some referring singular terms and definite descriptions 

could be free of existential import, and quantifiers should be allowed to range over 
possibilia (Girle 2003, chap. 4). Otherwise, some referential terms that refer to 
nonmental things, such as “God” and “the being than which nothing greater can 
be conceived,” would have to refer to mental things that have existence-in-the-
understanding, which makes no sense; or those referential terms would have to 
have to refer to things that have existence in-reality, which would make the 
Anselmian ontological argument beg the question (Maydole, 2011 ”Ontological 
Arguments” in Blackwell Companion to Natural Theology, pg. 555).



There is an Anselmian God (within our discourse)
• The “existence” of the Anselmian God is not in question, it is the “grade” or 

“mode” of God’s existence.

• We will treat “exists in intellectu” as “is present in our universe of discourse”

• This does not treat existence as a predicate, though certain “modes” of 
existing are predicates

• The question is whether the Anselmian God has a robust form of existence, 
i.e. exists in a real, concrete, actual, necessary, and simple manner.



The Argument
1. If something exists incompletely (is non-simple-necessary-actual-concrete-

real), then a greater can be conceived.

2. All things either exist incompletely (is non-simple-necessary-actual-
concrete-real) or absolutely completely (is simple-necessary-actual-
concrete-real).

3. Therefore, the Anselmian God exists absolutely completely (is simple-
necessary-actual-concrete-real).



The Argument Formally Expressed
Cx ≝ x exists absolutely completely
Ix ≝ x exists incompletely
Gxy ≝ x is greater than y
©… ≝ it is conceivable that…
g ≝ (ɿx)~©(∃y)Gyx

1. (∀x)(Ix ⊃ ©(∃y)Gyx) (Premise)
2. (∀x)(Ix ∨ Cx) (Premise)
3. Ig (IP)
4. Ig ⊃ ©(∃y)Gyg (1 UI)
5. ©(∃y)Gyg (3,4 MP)
6. (∃x){{~©(∃y)Gyx ∧ (∀z)[~©(∃y)Gyz ⊃ (z 
= x)]} ∧ ©(∃y)Gyx} (5 theory of 
descriptions)
7. (∃x){{(∀z)[~©(∃y)Gyz ⊃ (z = x)] ∧
~©(∃y)Gyx} ∧ ©(∃y)Gyx} (6 Comm)

8. (∃x){(∀z)[~©(∃y)Gyz ⊃ (z = x) ∧
{~©(∃y)Gyx ∧ ©(∃y)Gyx}} (7 Assoc)
9. (∀z)[~©(∃y)Gyz ⊃ (z = μ) ∧
{~©(∃y)Gyμ ∧ ©(∃y)Gyμ} (8 EI)
10. ~©(∃y)Gyμ ∧ ©(∃y)Gyμ (9 Simp)
11. ~Ig (3-10 IP)
12. Ig ∨ Cg (2 UI)
13. Cg (11,12 DS)

Q.E.D.



Objections?
• Parodies

 Always must be conceived in terms of metaphysical complexity, i.e. “the Anselmian descriptor + F”
 Thus, not broadly logically possible, and so cannot be a definite description used in our deduction

• Cannot define something into existence
 This depends on premises and not a mere definition
 This is not an argument, but an assertion that there cannot be a priori demonstrations of 

anything real
 The assertion is falsified by the argument

• The Argument begs the question
 Absolutely complete existence is not explicitly in the definition of the Anselmian God, but in 

tandem with the premises leads to the conclusion that the Anselmian God exists in an absolutely 
complete manner.

• Existence is not a predicate
 This depends on the sort of “existential” claim one is making.  “There is” really indicates what is in 

our discourse, and depending on the nature of the discourse, this can carry various degrees of 
“existential import”.

 Modes of existence typically are allowed to be treated as a kind of predication, as we see in the 
modal ontological argument, which treats necessary existence as an attribute which is contained 
in maximal greatness
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